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Thank You!
From everyone at the ChooseFI International Foundation team, we want to express our
sincere gratitude for helping more people get out of debt, pursue financial independence,
and live lives of freedom and purpose. We couldn’t help spread this message without you.
We appreciate you being so generous with your time and resources.
You don’t need to be the world’s best speaker, know every single facet of finance, or even
be FI yourself to teach this class. All you need is a strong belief in our mission of bringing
financial literacy to underserved communities.

About This Guide
This Instructor Guide is designed to give you everything you need to teach the classes.
Note: This guide is for your eyes only and should not be shared with participants.
In the following document, you will find:
① An overview of the course structure.
② Presentation and teaching tips.
③ A list of the basic materials you will need.
④ A list of what the students will receive in the class and can download later.
⑤ Suggestions on where to teach the class.
⑥ Where you can ask questions.
⑦ Detailed slide-by-slide instructions on what to do and say.
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Course Structure
There are four classes in the program. Present the introductory class first and then give
participants the option to opt into the three additional deep-dive classes.
① Class 1: The 5-Step Path to Financial Independence
② Class 2: Earn More, Spend Less
③ Class 3: Investing Made Simple
④ Class 4: Tax Optimization

Teaching Tips
① We’ve included detailed scripts below to give you an idea of what to say during the
classes, but feel free to express the core concepts in your own words.
② While we don’t recommend reading the scripts word-for-word during the class, you can
do so if you get nervous or lose your train of thought.
③ Please read the entire instructor guide through a few times before your first class and
practice presenting aloud and advancing the slides to boost your confidence.
④ Though we’ve provided slides to create a visual context, keep in mind that you are the
presenter, not the slides.
⑤ Before Class 1, pre-position one blank 3x5 index card and one pen on the table for each
participant.
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What You Need
Here is a list of the tools and resources you’ll need to teach this class:
① A large enough room to comfortably seat all participants
② A projector and screen
③ A laptop to run the slideshow
④ Your instructor’s guide (provided)
⑤ The slide deck PDF (provided)
⑥ The link to student downloads (provided)
⑦ A pack or two of 3x5 index cards
⑧ Enough pens for your participants
⑨ A watch or timer
⑩ A clipboard and sign up sheet for the additional classes.

What Participants Get
By the end of the first class, your participants will walk away with a personalized index
card including the core FI principles and action steps.
Note: Much of this information may seem obvious to you, but please keep in mind that
many of the concepts will be brand new to many people. It’s critical to meet people where
they are and not overwhelm participants with too much too soon.
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If your participants’ interest is piqued after the first class, you can invite them to join you
for 3 more classes, which dive a little deeper into the nuts and bolts of saving, investing,
and tax optimization.
Participants will also be able to download the following worksheets and resources online
(the link is shared on the last class slide so they can write it down as you wrap up):
Download Link: xx [add url]

CLASS 1

CLASS 2

CLASS 3

CLASS 4

Expenses Sheet
What Brings You
Joy?
Calculating Your
Savings Rate
Years to Reach FI
Calculating Your FI
Number
Savings Roadmap
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Where To Teach
Potential places you can hold this class:
① Your place of employment
② A local library
③ Your local church
④ A small group at a friend’s house
⑤ Or just about anywhere else. Use your imagination!

Questions
If you have questions:
① Email us here:
learn@choosefifoundation.org
② Join the FI Community and access the forums here:
Community.ChooseFIFoundation.org/login
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Script & Step-by-Step
Instructions
Below you will find a complete script and step-by-step instructions. Again, feel free to use
your own wording and language.
A few things to note:

‣

Action steps are indicated with a check icon: ✓

‣

The script is shown in boxes like this:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
But don’t worry, the script is in English, not Latin. 😉

Before Class
✓

Review this entire Instructor Guide, familiarize yourself with the script and concepts,
and practice running through the slides.

✓

Make sure you know how to turn on the projector, connect it to your computer, and
display the PDF properly on the screen.

✓

Pre-position one blank index card and one per participant.

✓

Bring up slide 1 on the screen.
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[Slide 1: Title Slide] The 5-Step Path to
Financial Independence
Welcome everyone! I’m really glad to see all these faces here.
Money is a really loaded topic, and it takes a lot of courage to admit that you want to
take control over your own finances and actually take action to do something about it.
So, congratulations on taking this really big first step by showing up here today.
My name is __________________, and ______________________________________
[Say just a sentence or two about yourself, and why you’re a credible source. You will go
into more detail on Slide 17: Who am I? Why am I here?].
Before we dive in, we’re going to do a short activity.
You’ll see you have an index card and pen in front of you. I want you to draw a line down
the middle of the card.
Now, I’m going to give you a couple questions to answer, and I want you to take 2
minutes to write down the answers to those questions on this card, the first one on the
left side, and the second one on the right.

✓

Advance to slide 2.

[Slide 2] Question ①: What does being
wealthy mean to you?
Ready? Here’s your first question to write on the left side: What does being wealthy
mean to you? Go ahead and take two minutes now to write your answer out.
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✓

Watch clock or set timer for two minutes.

Okay, now I’m going to give you your second question. You’re going to write your answer
on the right side of the card. Here’s the question:

✓

Advance to slide 3.

[Slide 3] Question ②: What do you want your
retirement to look like?
What do you want your retirement to look like?
In other words, what sort of activities would you like to do, or what passions would you
pursue?
Take another two minutes to write these out. There are no right or wrong answers, and it
can be anything, big or small.

✓

Watch clock or set timer for two minutes.

Everyone done? [If not, give just 30 seconds to a minute extra to finish up.]
Great. Now, turn to a neighbor and share what you wrote down, as much as you are
comfortable with. I will give you a few minutes to share.

✓

Watch clock or set timer for two minutes.

Great. How did it go?
Is anyone willing to share what they wrote down for what wealth means to them?
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✓

Take 2 to 3 answers from the audience.

And what about your vision of retirement?
Anyone else willing to share?

✓

Take 2 to 3 answers from the audience.

Thank you to those of you who shared your answers! Let’s go ahead and dive into our
conversation now.

✓

Advance to slide 4.

[Slide 4] You’re In the Right Place If…
So I can’t be exactly sure why you showed up here today, but I can make some informed
guesses.

✓

Advance to slide 5.

[Slide 5] You’re tired of living paycheck to
paycheck.
Maybe you are tired of living paycheck to paycheck and want to learn how how you can
increase the gap between earning and spending.

✓

Advance to slide 6.
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[Slide 6] You feel stuck in an unfulfilling job.
Perhaps you feel trapped in an unfulfilling work situation and you know something has to
give.

✓

Advance to slide 7.

[Slide 7] You want to get out of debt.
Maybe you’re weighed down by debt, and the burden is taking a toll on your health,
happiness, and relationships.

✓

Advance to slide 8.

[Slide 8] You want to spend more time with
your family.
Maybe you’re looking for a way to escape the rat race so you can have more time with
your family.

✓

Advance to slide 9.

[Slide 9] You want the freedom to do more of
what you love.
Or perhaps you want more time and freedom to pursue your passions, interests, and
hobbies.
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✓

Advance to slide 10.

[Slide 10] Agenda: Today you will learn…
If any of these sound like you, you are definitely in the right place, and I’m glad you’re
here. Here’s a little preview of what we will talk about today…

✓

Advance to slide 11.

[Slide 10] Why financial independence is the
path to true freedom.
You’ll learn how pursuing financial independence can give you incredible freedom and
options throughout your life. How it empowers you to design and live a life aligned with
your values.

✓

Advance to slide 12.

[Slide 12] How much you really need to retire
and how long it will take to save.
You’ll learn how to figure out exactly how much you need to save for retirement, and
how to calculate how long it will take you to get there. Your mind is going to be blown
when you see how short that timeline could be.

✓

Advance to slide 13.
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[Slide 13] Why your savings rate is so
important.
You’ll learn about the importance of savings rates, and how increasing yours will
accelerate your path to freedom.

✓

Advance to slide 14.

[Slide 14] How you can make work optional in
less than 10 years!
You’ll learn how you can make work or employment optional for you and your family in
less than 10 years!

✓

Advance to slide 15.

[Slide 15] Why credit cards can be such a
problem.
You’ll learn why credit cards are not as benign as they might seem, and what the best
strategies are for paying them off as quickly as possible.

✓

Advance to slide 16.
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[Slide 16] How and why to save $1,000 first.
Lastly, you’ll learn how and why to create a $1,000 emergency fund for yourself first, and
some practical strategies to help you squirrel away the cash, even if it seems totally
impossible right now!

✓

Advance to slide 17.

[Slide 17] Background: Who am I? Why am I
here?
Before we get into the core principles, I want to tell you a little bit more about me and
why I’m here.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
[Here’s where you should share your own FI journey and why you are interested in
pursuing FI. Importantly, this section isn’t just for you to talk about yourself, but for them
to see their own struggles and desires through your story. The more you can be
transparent about the struggles you felt and how you overcame them, the better. Show
your own credibility. If you have any training in financial coaching, got out of debt,
invested in the stock market or rental properties, talk about that.]
This course is provided for free by the ChooseFI International Foundation, a non-profit
dedicated to empowering underserved communities with the tools, knowledge, and tips
they need to reach financial independence. Their goal is to help millions break free from
debt, build towards retirement, and live healthier, happier, and more secure lives. Which
all starts with education.
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Okay, so now that you know more about who I am and why this course exists, let’s get
into why most of us get into financial trouble and how to best climb our way out.

✓

Advance to slide 18.

[Slide 18] The Standard Path: Does This Sound
Familiar?
We are all familiar with the standard financial path. Most of us have been on it our whole
lives. It’s what society teaches us to pursue. Good school, good job, family, nice home,
fancy cars, designer clothing, two weeks of vacation per year, retire at 65 (or even later
these days).

✓

Advance to slide 19.

[Slide 19] The American Dream?
But is that really your dream? It might sound great until it’s time to pay for it all. Do you
really want student loans hanging over your head for decades, astronomical mortgage
payments, two car loans, and credit card debt? For many of us, trying to pursue the
“American Dream” leads to an American Nightmare.
Before we know it, we find our selves living on the edge, literally living paycheck-topaycheck even with relatively high incomes. With more and more bills to pay, we stay
stuck in jobs we don’t enjoy and forgo our true callings. This all leads to financial fragility,
stress, and frustration, all of which negatively affect you, your health, your spouse, and
your family, and your community.
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But even those in more secure financial positions are not immune to the standard path’s
shortcomings. We’re taught that investing is complicated. Entire professions revolve
around mastering these mystical markets, so how is the average individual―already
overwhelmed with work and life―expected to invest on their own and do well? They
aren’t.
So we turn to the professionals for “help” and in turn, our investment returns are
needlessly gutted by excess commissions and fees. So we stay stuck on the hamster
wheel, continuing to work long hours in a desperate attempt to get ahead, while others
get fat off our efforts.

✓

Advance to slide 20.

[Slide 19] An Alternative Path
The alternative to this is pursuing something called “financial independence,” or “FI” for
short.
Most people define “FI” as having enough money, assets, or income-generating
investments to pay for one’s living expenses without being dependent upon
employment.
For those in pursuit of FI, retirement from paid employment may be ONE of the goals, but
the greater ambition is the freedom and flexibility it gives people to pursue their dreams,
design fulfilling lives, and live in accordance with their values.
The specific goals may vary from person to person, but the equation is always the same:
spend less, earn more, invest better.
So let’s get into the meat! I am going to share the exact 5 strategies you can use to take
control of your finances and pursue financial independence. Ready?
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Go ahead and flip your index card over and write the numbers 1 through 5 on the left side.
We’re going to outline the five steps you can take to get you started on your path to
financial independence.

✓

Advance to slide 21.

[Slide 21] Step 1: Define Your Why of FI
Now, for number one, write this down: “Define your why of FI.”
The first essential step is to define your “WHY,” the primary reason you want to get
control of your finances in the first place.
It’s important to understand that the journey to FI is not about deprivation, but about
aligning your spending with what you truly value. You will focus on getting more of what
you want by spending less on things that don’t matter to you.
Knowing your WHY―whether it’s creating financial security, increasing time with family,
traveling the world-travel, earring the freedom and flexibility to launch a new career or
venture, or retiring from mandatory paid employment―is the first step to FI.
It’s okay if you are currently on the standard path! Most of us are. I promise: you’re not
trapped forever, and you can find the right road for YOU.
I’m here today to offer you some better alternatives. I invite you to be open to new ideas
and be willing to question conventional wisdom.
Your answers to the questions I asked you at the beginning of this class will give you
good insight into what your personal WHY might be. At the end of this presentation, I’ll
give you a link to a downloadable cheatsheet to write down the 10 things that bring you
the most joy in life.
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This is an especially good exercise to get a reluctant spouse on board. Instead of the
conversation centering around “Where can we cut expenses?” it becomes “How can we
think creatively to get more of the things we love so much in our lives?”

✓

Advance to slide 22.

[Slide 22] Quote: “If you know the why, you
can live any how.”
Moreover, having a strong enough WHY keeps you motivated on your path to FI. As
Friedrich Nietzsche said, “If you know the why, you can live any how.”

✓

Advance to slide 23.

[Slide 23] Step ②: Calculate the $ You Need
Now, on line two, write down “Calculate how much you need.”
Okay, I’ve got a question for you. How much do you think you need to have in the bank
to retire and make employment optional? Go ahead and write down your estimate on
your index card.
Everyone got a number? Okay. Who wants to share theirs?

✓

If you have a white board, write down any numbers people are willing to share.

Great. So how did you arrive at that number? Most of us actually have no idea how much
we need to retire, or how to calculate how much we truly need. Luckily, there is a really
simple way to figure out how much you actually need.
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There are only two concepts that you need to understand for this calculation.
One is called “The 4% Rule.”
The other one is determining your actual monthly expenses.

✓

Advance to slide 24.

[Slide 24] The 4% Rule
If you’re not a numbers person, don’t worry. The math is pretty simple and doesn’t require
any algebra or calculus.
The 4% Rule is not a trendy or random idea that’s currently en vogue. It’s based on
math. While not every investing professional will agree on all of the details, it’s a good
rule of thumb to use.
It’s about what constitutes “safe withdrawal rates” from retirement portfolios, or in
simpler terms, how much money can retirees withdraw from their portfolios every year
and not worry about running out.
The 4% rule asserts that 4% can be withdrawn from investment portfolios as an “income
stream” in order to meet annual expenses and while keeping you reasonably confident
that the principle and interest earned on the remaining balance will continue to meet
those annual expenses for the rest of your life.
Note that I said “reasonably confident.” That’s because even the 4% Rule isn’t
foolproof. When withdrawing 4% from your portfolio, there is a 90-99% chance you will
never run out of money. While it’s not a 100% guarantee, the odds are heavily weighted
in your favor and these are far better odds than those afforded by other investment
approaches.
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That’s all well and good, but 4% of what? How can you possibly know how big your
investment portfolio needs to be? The good news is that this calculation is also fairly
straightforward.
The first step is estimating your annual expenses during retirement. How on earth can we
possibly know what we’ll spend? Obviously, we can’t know for sure. But we can make an
educated guess based on what we spend per year now.
Generally speaking, we might change WHAT we spend money on as we age, but not
necessarily HOW MUCH in total. Therefore, our current expenses can act as a useful
benchmark for our FI calculations.
That said, I do encourage you to include any predictable increases or decreases in
spending that come to mind. For example, maybe you currently have a mortgage
payment, but know that your home will be paid off by the time you plan to retire. Or
maybe you’re a budding vagabond and plan to start doing a lot more travel once you’re
free from mandatory employment and have more than just two weeks a year to play
with. If so, add a bit more to annual figure to account for travel. You get the idea.
Just keep in mind that the figure needs to account for all recurring expenses, including
housing, food, transportation, taxes, healthcare, etc.
Once you arrive at your estimate, then multiply that number by 25. Why 25? It is the
inverse of the 4% rule. 100% divided by 4% is 25.
You will need to have 25 times your annual expenses saved in order to safely withdraw
4% of the balance each year. Let’s illustrate this concept using some specific expense
scenarios.
To give you a better idea of how this works in practice, let’s look at two examples, one
for a family with $50,000 in annual expenses, and one with $20,000.
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✓

Advance to slide 25.

[Slide 25] Example ①: $50,000 in Estimated
Annual Expenses
Let’s say that you project average annual expenses of $50,000.
According to the 4% rule, that means you’ll need $1,250,000 invested before you can
retire since 25 times 50,000 is 1.25 million.
Once you’ve hit that threshold, you can then begin to withdraw 4% of the balance as an
income stream (increasing by a small amount every year to adjust for inflation).
Four percent of that $1,250,000 is $50,000.

✓

Advance to slide 26.

[Slide 25] Example ②: $20,000 in Estimated
Annual Expenses
Or suppose you manage to get your average annual expenses down to $20,000. In this
scenario, you’ll need less than half what you would in the last example since 25 times
$20,000 is $500,000.

✓

Advance to slide 27.

[Slide 27] Everyone is different.
Everyone’s retirement number will be different. One size never fits all.
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Anyone who makes blanket statements such as “You need to save $2,000,000 to retire” is
just plain wrong.
Likewise, retirement calculators which base the calculation on your salary are also
incorrect.

✓

Advance to slide 28.

[Slide 28] Quote: Your retirement number
depends entirely upon how much YOU spend.
As we saw in the previous examples, your retirement number depends entirely upon how
much you spend, not how much you make.

✓

Advance to slide 29.

[Slide 29] Want to retire earlier?
So based on the 4% Rule, the lower your annual expenses, the less you need to save. Or
to think of it another way, the more you reduce your annual expenses, the faster you can
reach FI and retire. That is some seriously cool math!

✓

Advance to slide 30.

[Slide 30] It’s time to step on the scale!
Okay, so now that we know how important our expenses are for figuring out how long it
will take us to retire from mandatory employment, it’s time to honestly assess our
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A little bit earlier, we discussed making intentional choices with your time and money
that align with what you value most. In a world of consumerism and “keeping up with the
Jones,” our spending is often mindless and habitual. We tend to spend everything we
earn, or even more than we earn via credit. And we often find ourselves with more month
than money left as we desperately await the next paycheck.
The reality is, many of us don’t really know how much we spend each month or year.
Before we can apply the 4% Rule, we first need to know where we are now. We have to
step on the scale so to speak.
Once you know exactly how much you are currently spending and where all of your
money is going, you can then take decisive action to reduce expenses and shorten your
journey to financial freedom.

✓

Advance to slide 31.

[Slide 31] Step ③: Calculate Your Years to FI
Now, under step three, write: “Calculate your years to reach FI.” This is where things
starts to get interesting. If you play your cards right, retirement from mandatory work
could be far sooner than you think…

✓

Advance to slide 32.

[Slide 32] Track every dollar.
Your first job is to track every dollar you spend. If you can track every dollar for 30 days,
that would be great, but if you track all of your spending for 90 days, it will provide a
more accurate picture for calculating your average monthly expenses.
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How much are you spending in total and for each major category of expenses: food,
housing, transportation, entertainment, etc?
Or think about it this way: What are you “hiring” each dollar to do for you?
You can use software like Mint or You Need a Budget (shortened to “YNAB”) to track
your spending. Use your checking account, receipts, credit card and debit card
statements, or even simple pen and paper. Whatever works for you.

✓

Advance to slide 33.

[Slide 33] Quote: What Gets Measured Gets
Managed
Why is tracking every dollar so important? Isn’t that overkill? The answer is no. As the
famed author and consultant Peter Drucker once said, “What gets measured gets
managed.” The simple act of measuring something increases our focus, awareness, and
outcomes. There is magic in measurement, and most people start spending less without
conscious effort just by starting to track.

✓

Advance to slide 34.

[Slide 34] Excel Expense Worksheet
The link I’ll give you at the end of the class will take you to an Excel sheet download that
can help you categorize all your expenses. There will also be links to Mint and YNAB
there, as well.
It doesn’t really matter exactly what tool you use. What’s important is that you take
action and begin actively tracking and measuring!
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✓

Advance to slide 35.

[Slide 35] What’s your savings rate?
Your savings rate is the percentage of your income that you save in a given year. Don’t
worry, the math is pretty simple.

✓

Advance to slide 36.

[Slide 36] Savings Rate Equation
To calculate your savings rate, divide however much money you saved in the year by your
net income. (Not gross income to be clear.)

✓

Advance to slide 37.

[Slide 37] Example
For example, if you saved $8,000 and your net income was $80,000, your savings rate
would be 10%.

✓

Advance to slide 38.

[Slide 38] The Miracle of Compound Interest
When you save money, it’s not just the original saved amount that is important. When
you invest, you dollars transform into little money-making machines! Your money starts
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making more money for you in your sleep! If you listen to financial experts, they’ll tell
you compound interest is the 8th wonder of the world.
Through the miracle of compounding, modest amounts of money, when invested wisely,
will grow to huge sums over time as the interest compounds, meaning the interest
earned in preceding years begins to earn interest itself.
The combination of the miracle of compounding interest and an increasing savings rate
work together.
The less you spend, the more you can save, and the earlier you can reach FI.

✓

Advance to slide 39.

[Slide 39] Your FI Number
As you see, there’s a very interesting range of possibilities here. As you increase your
savings rate, your “years to FI” number decreases.
So what if your current savings rate is low? Or even zero? If so, you are not alone. But you
have the power to change that by starting to track where every dollar goes, gradually
reducing your expenses, and increase your savings rate.
Whenever you need a little motivational boost, look back at this chart and imagine years
to FI melting away as you reduce your spending and increase your saving.

✓

Advance to slide 40.
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Slide 40: FI Number Worksheet
As we talked about, once you know what your annual expenses are, calculating your FI
number is simple. Here’s another downloadable worksheet to walk you through the
simple math to determine how much you'll need to save.

✓

Advance to slide 41.

[Slide 41] Step 4: Pay Off Your Debt
If you want to be able to retire, you need to make more than you are spending. But
before you can do that, you have to first get out of debt. So write down “Step 4: Pay off
your debt” on your card.
By “debt,” I mean credit cards, retail store cards, payday loans, personal loans, cars, boats,
RVs―anything you own and make payments on.
For now, ignore mortgage and student loans at less than 5% interest.
Commit to no new debt for purchases. If you can’t pay for something in full, you can’t
afford it. No amount of reward points are worth carrying debt.

✓

Advance to slide 43.

[Slide 42] Snowball or Avalanche?
To pay off debt, there are two strategies to consider. Which is right for you depends on
your own psychology!
The Debt Snowball is when you pay off smallest debt first.
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The Debt Avalanche is when you pay off highest interest rate debt first.
You could also do a hybrid method, where you pay off anything below $1000 first, then
highest interest rate debt next. This way, you get to enjoy the quick wins of paying off
smaller debts, then tackle the debt that is draining your wallet the fastest.

✓

Advance to slide 43.

[Slide 27] But First: Capture Your Employer’s
Match
A quick caveat with regard to aggressively crushing your debt. Before you start paying off
debt, make sure you are contributing to your 401k/403b/TSP/457 through work, but only
up to the amount your employer matches. This is free money you shouldn’t pass up!
Put another way, it’s part of your compensation package you are entitled to that you’re
letting your company line its pockets with if you don’t take it. If you pass this up, you are
effectively saying “no thanks, please keep my money, I don’t need it!” to your employer.

✓

Advance to slide 44.

[Slide 44] Step 5: Start Saving
Okay, time to write down the last step:
“Step 5: Start saving”.

✓

Advance to slide 45.
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[Slide 45] Create a $1,000 Crisis Fund
Your very first savings priority is opening a separate savings account for emergencies and
saving your first $1,000.
Do whatever it takes to save this much! A crisis fund keeps your family from going further
into debt when catastrophes occur. After paying bills and making the minimum payments
on all debt, this is the highest priority for discretionary spending.

✓

Advance to slide 46.

[Slide 46] Save up enough for 3 to 6 months of
expenses.
Once consumer debt is paid off, boost your crisis fund and turn it into a true emergency
fund that can cover a minimum of 3-6 months of expenses. Allow it to grow by keeping it
in a separate online high interest savings account.

✓

Advance to slide 47.

[Slide 47] Summary of the 5 Steps
And that’s it! We’ve covered a lot of ground today, so let’s quickly summarize the five
steps to financial independence and make sure you have them all written down on your
card before you leave today:
① Define your why of FI
② Calculate how much $ you need
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③ Calculate your years to FI
④ Pay off your debt
⑤ Start saving
If you follow all 5 steps, you’ll be ahead of 90% of people in our country, and you’ll
change the trajectory of your entire life.

✓

Advance to slide 48.

[Slide 48] Quote: Inspiration is good, but
inspiration plus action is so much better.
I hope you are feeling inspired, but remember that inspiration alone won’t get your to
financial independence. As the author Chris Guillebeau puts it:
“Inspiration is good, but inspiration plus action is so much better.”

✓

Advance to slide 49.

[Slide 49] Take action!
The first thing I encourage you to do is download the online worksheets when you get
home. I will share that link in just a moment.
Second, start doing everything you can to start saving your first $1,000 in a separate highinterest savings account. It will give you so much more peace of mind and allow you to
escape the vicious cycle of credit card debt.
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And lastly, I encourage you to keep learning! If your interest is piqued and you want to
continue your Fi education, here are a couple options.

✓

Advance to slide 50.

[Slide 50] Continue Your Journey
You now know the WHY of FI and have begun learning the basics WHATs and HOWs. If
you want to learn more, I recommend the following two options:
① You can continue learning on your own with some of our recommended resources
(which are linked on the resources page I will share in a moment).
② Or you can join me for a free mini-course which expands on the WHAT and HOW of
cutting expenses, increasing savings, investing, and optimizing taxes.
Here is a brief summary of the three additional classes:

‣

Class 2: Earn More, Spend Less ― Practical Strategies to Reduce the Expenses that
Matter Most, Pay Off Debt, and Increase Your Income

‣

Class 3: Investing Made Simple ― Making Your Money Work for You to Reach FI

‣

Class 4: Tax Optimization ― Optimizing Your Taxes to Keep More of What You Earn

There’s no catch and you’re not going to be sold anything. I’m a volunteer and the classes
are totally free and provided by the ChooseFI International Foundation, a non-profit
dedicated to bringing financial literacy to underserved communities.
If you’re interested, please write your name down on this sign up sheet.

✓

Pass around the sign up sheet.
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✓

Advance to slide 51.

[Slide 51] Resources & Worksheets
Okay, that’s it for today. Here’s the link to download all the worksheets we talked about
today:
Download Link: xx [add url]
You can write it down somewhere on your index card, which is yours to keep, if you wish.
The page also includes a number of self-study resources you can use to keep learning,
including articles, podcasts, and books, and more information about the additional free
deep-dive classes.
Thank you for joining us today!
I’m happy to answer any questions you have.
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